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PREFACE

PREFACE
What is Artistic Transfer?
Why Detours?

PREFACE

Tumult on the streets of Lima, a city of 9 million inhabitants in Peru, and
a desperate situation in the city’s slums. In the year 2000, this was the
outcome of Alberto Fujimori’s inhumane dictatorship. He was eventually
forced to step down by the mass unrest and fled the country. In 2002, likewise in Lima, the artist Francis Alÿs armed 500 volunteers with shovels in
order to shift a 200-metre-high and 500-metre-wide sand dune 10 centimeters. The mountain towered over them,
100 times larger than their own physical dimensions. They appear miniscule in the face
of a seemingly endless expanse of sand,
Zen Buddhist saying
which they work at with their shovels. In an
arced line, the Peruvian workers toss forwards scoops of sand, bit by bit,
hour by hour, until the mountain has been moved. Alÿs’ work When Faith
Moves Mountains received global attention. His images reflect the will
power of the people, and became lodged in the collective consciousness.
“Maximum effort, minimal result”, comments the artist, “most efficient”,
we might add.
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“If you are in a hurry,
take a detour”

In 2012, the Bielefeld-based pesticide producer Dr Hans-Dietrich Reckhaus asked the Swiss conceptual artists Frank and Patrick Riklin from
the Atelier für Sonderaufgaben (Workshop for Special Tasks) for a new
marketing concept for his newly patented fly traps. After careful consideration, the artists instead suggested creating a regeneration zone for
the insects, and set him the task of saving one fly for every fly killed by
his products. The campaign was launched in the village of Deppendorf,
where in a moving event, 900 houseflies were rescued with the help of the
residents of the village. More events followed. Since then, Reckhaus has
founded the company Insect Respect, which invests 10c from every packet sold in the creation of ecological insect regeneration zones. Reckhaus
became the ambassador for the creative economy. He won the 2014 Lateral Thinker Award, was nominated for the German Entrepreneur Prize,
won the Kyocera Environmental Prize, the Swiss Award for Excellence and
the 2015 Swiss Ethics Prize. There were reports in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Die Zeit, in the science magazine Nano/3Sat, WDR and in
the business magazine Brand Eins. The first fly, by the name of Erika, was
declared a work of art.
Unruly thought, or thought that doesn’t fit inside the box, is the basis of
creative innovation, which without a doubt also occasion adverse side
effects, having been described as ‘creative destruction’ by the economist
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Joseph Schumpeter as far back as 1942. Ultimately, creative destruction
expels and destroys old structures. This is an indispensable component
of facilitating the creation of new regimes, and is as such no mere system error. The cognitive scientist Edward De Bono outlined the system of
‘lateral thinking’,1 which opens up new perspectives through unpredictable, contradictory thought processes. The musician Christopher Dell recommends improvisation2 as an art form and technique for dealing with
uncertainty. Improvising, mentally suppressing and abandoning assumed
notions is indispensable for the development of futurity. On this, there is
agreement. But it is rarely taken beyond the theoretical realm. The practice is disproportionately difficult to achieve and usually unpopular, because it means abandoning structures, commonly agreed-upon ideas or
perspectives that are vehemently defended, and not just for the sake of
the argument. So it’s consoling to know that unruly thinking is easier in
the dark. That is the outcome of an experiment conducted at the Technical
University, Dortmund (TU), in which study subjects were asked to suggest
all the possible uses for a specific product. One group gave their answers
to the question by the light of day, the other in a dark room. In the results,
the subjects in the dark room produced significantly more and better ideas. According to Professor Holzmüller, a researcher in the field of economics, the reason for this is that in the dark, it is easier to overcome social
barriers and the fear of embarrassment. Which is hardly surprising.
The more norm-based a system is, the more reluctantly it reacts to creative innovations. Sometimes artists have an easier time of it, because
their discipline knows no set forms. As such, they are not subject to the
agreements and normative knowledge of their field, which would force
them to attempt to break out of these confines. On the contrary, their profession is characterised more by a subsystem of free availability in uncertainty. They are required to view, inspect, consider, observe and draw connections between things without bias, in order to then transmit them into
a form or process. This valuable skill is viewed as a significant resource
for non-artistic fields in contemporary discourse, and is highly efficient
for systems which find themselves at an impasse. But from my experience with some 4000 instances of working and interacting with young,
committed and sensitive individuals in creating artworks, acquiring this
skill of letting go of traditional models of perception and thought is one of
1 | Edward de Bono: Lateral Thinking for Management: A Handbook. Penguin Books, London, 1990.
2 | Christopher Dell, Die improvisierende Organisation. transcript, Bielefeld 2012.
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the greatest hurdles that have to be surmounted in order to begin to work
artistically. I refer to this as artistic thought and action, which includes
the capacity to deal with non-linear processes. It means that I have to be
able to switch over into open systems and create my own subsystems, the
rules of which I bring into the world at the same time as the product itself.
There is no doubt that this skill is acquired in the “primordial soup of art”
and possibly in other fields which draw on the indeterminable, and which
have developed a suitable system for doing so.
In his talk at Documenta 13, the philosopher Alexander Düttmann explained that “that which is unthought is the motor of thought”, and therefore, the indeterminable is the engine of the determinable. He went on to
say that this procedure proves to be very strenuous: “Strenuous means
moving around in the stress of indeterminacy, because I am not sure”. The
chapters ‘Thought Out’, ‘Demanded’, ‘Sampled’, ‘Discussed’ and ‘Transferred’ look into how we arrive at this strenuous indeterminacy, the forms
of exploratory drilling of artistic transfer which have been carried out in
our think tank [ID]factory, and which patterns can be ascertained from
them. The focus is on a capability which is both difficult to achieve and
difficult to recognise. The texts, interviews and papers gathered together
for the first time in this book are primarily concerned with this capability, its development, the obstacles to attaining it, its patterns, effects and
fields of application.
Art promotes the development of aesthetic experience, perception and
personality. It is an autonomous form of actively appropriating and understanding the world. At the same time, it can perform a transfer into fields
beyond art, into social, economic and academic contexts.
On the one hand, we speak of artistic transfer when the potentialities and strategies of artistic thought and action are deployed in order
to deliberately enrich other disciplines and fields of knowledge. On the
other hand, methods or experiences from outside the field of art can be
incorporated into the development of artistic processes, such that works
emerge which would not be possible without transdisciplinary interaction. Klaus Heid and Rüdiger Johns describe the latter as transfer art,
which is the foundation of artistic research.3 The specific, nuanced, critical worldview or unconventional approach which is inherent to the sub3 | Heid K. and Ruediger J., ‘Was ist Transferkunst? Ein Terminus für transdisziplinäres,
künstlerisches Arbeiten’ in JUNI kunst zeit schrift, 2003.
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system of art can provide processes in science, economics and society
more generally with impulses which promote new perspectives, as with
the company Reckhaus. Likewise, the development of artworks can profit synergistically from processes and strategies from outside the field of
art, which can be integrated into the development of the work. Take, for
example, the legendary art rabbit, Alba, which was made to glow in the
dark through the biotechnological implantation of a luminescent gene; or
indeed the use of labour processes to move a mountain in Lima. In 2016,
the TU Dortmund became one of the first tertiary education institutions to
give scientific and artistic research equal recognition, which they embedded in their constitution, thus initiating a paradigm shift in the concept
of research which had endured for over 300 years, ever since Descartes’s
methodological division of object and subject, which defined research as
purely scientific.
In the present publication the focus is always on a new kind of efficiency,
which is reached through detours and unruly thinking. The texts, works
and images originate from the perspective of artistic work: how set connotations can be jettisoned like ballast without losing orientation. How to
write a letter at sea. How to think beyond assumed notions, without giving
up the building blocks of your understanding of the world, but rather in
reassembling them. The role played by a yellow chair on the beach. How
non-conformity can produce innovation. In short, how a form of artistic
thinking can be tried out which effortlessly delivers the solutions to its
problems. There is a model for this, which I present in the chapter ‘Transferred’. It is very powerful, looks utterly simple and is called ‘the clover
leaf’. In applying the clover leaf I have developed hundreds of cues that
promote non-linear thinking. A number of them are mentioned in the texts
gathered in the chapter ‘Thought Out’. I used the clover leaf technique
when determining the structure of the book in order to facilitate multiple
modes of approach, and to experiment with these myself.
At the [ID]factory think tank, which I founded in 2007 together with
Werner Preißing from the Büro für Innovationsforschung (Office for Innovation Research, BfI) at the TU in the tradition of the Denkwerkstatt
LeDreff from 2003, we had the opportunity to utilise a fantastic space
for thinking differently, for experimental action and interdisciplinary discourse. With the spirit and relentlessness of our budding artists, with the
objections of our university environment, with the curiosity of like-minded
people and the many inspiring minds from all fields, such as the artist
Timm Ulrich, art theorist Bazon Brock, philosopher Julian Nida-Rümme-
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lin, neuroscientist Gerald Hüther, physician Metin Tolan, musician Christopher Dell, sociologist Fritz Böhle, choreographer Reinhild Hofmann,
the organisation Greenpeace Energy and the company Bilfinger SE (to
name just a few), these former chemistry halls experienced a hype which
unleashed and harnessed energies in equal measure, an impression of
which you’ll find in the chapter ‘Discussed’.
We posed ourselves the question of how we could create a posture
from which artistic thinking would transgress its boundaries, allowing it
to effortlessly become visible and productive in other disciplines, without
losing its authenticity. We drafted a proposal for policy-makers (contained
in the chapter ‘Demanded’) which outlines the resolution developed over
the course of the symposium ‘Art Sponsors Business’. The aim was to set
energy free using the means of art for the purpose of extra-artistic concerns. The bolero principle can be directly applied here, the clover leaf
model is the foundation for tailored strategy developments and the hourglass principle shows how artistic investigations can be transformed into
general investigations and needs.
Of course, in 2084 all this will be taken for granted. By then, great importance will have been ascribed to unruly thinking in schools. Interdisciplinary invention workshops will provide students with non-linear input and
a high level of non-material inventiveness. A generation of alert young
people is emerging that can think laterally and flexibly. At universities, artistic professorships will have been increased to at least 15% of all positions, meaning that the transfer into extra-artistic disciplines has already
become an almost universally accepted way of thinking. The development
of a synergistic academy will have taken place a long time ago, with the
disciplines having long since cast aside their fear of contact. Artists will
be working with innovative leadership staff and researchers. Businesses
will have accepted their social responsibility, come to value authenticity, collective social action, diversity, ecological value creation and will no
longer view efficiency in a one-dimensional manner. Work will be viewed
by employees as the development of a livable world which is carried out
together with democratically organised management staff. The rest is
done by autonomous machines.
With images, texts and our own artistic works, this book dares to propose
models toward a methodology which loses its identity the more you attempt to force it into a logically comprehensible form. This prospect has
helped my students to blossom, and in response to the sheer impossi-
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bility of the challenges they were set, they have given birth to alternate
visions. One example is a prescription medication for those suffering from
a BEHOLDBETA deficiency,4 in order to better understand art. If, despite
my visual and textual exploratory drilling, I haven’t managed to provide
you with an understanding of a different way of approaching efficiency,
I promise you a recipe for success in the form of a solution that can be
administered as droplets.
Thanks
I would like to thank everybody, across all levels, who was involved in the
evolution of this book, in particular the students of the TU Dortmund for
their curious and rebellious approach to the focus points of the research,
and the team at the [ID]factory, who continually challenged me to think
differently. I owe a big thank you to our Vice-Chancellor Eberhard Becker
for his faith in the audacious [ID]factory experiment in 2007. Thanks to the
Vice-Chancellor Ursula Gather for the opportunity for continue to develop
the project, and to the senate for their forward-thinking decision in 2016
to give equal recognition to artistic and scientific research. Without the
committed work of Brigitte Hitschler right from the beginning, so much of
this would not have been possible. I would like to thank those people who
raised me and have accompanied me in my life, and who have provided
me with such affection and freedom: my parents and my sister Marion.
My heartfelt thanks goes to Werner Preißing, whose positive, analytic and
visual thinking allowed a game of ping pong to develop, which led to hundreds of discursive visions, to discoveries, models, methods and lateral
workshops in the cultural workshop by the sea and in the Center for Artistic Transfer.

4 | Johanna Bielawski, Skulptan Plus, a medicine in tablet form with INSTRUCTIONS inside
and contraindications. To be used in the case of not understanding a sculpture.
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